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Can dolls really become haunted? Can demons take possession of peopleâ€™s playthings?

According to a large number of paranormal investigators, exorcists, and demonologists, the answer

is a resounding yes. Not only are such phenomena possible, they happen fairly often, with dolls

being one of the most frequent targets of spirit attachment. Sometimes those spirits are benign, or

at the most mischievous. But many are outright evil and dangerous.This book examines some of the

worldâ€™s most famous haunted dolls. Some you may have heard about. Others will be new. All will

make you reconsider the world you thought you knew.Here is some of what youâ€™ll find inside:*

Robert, the haunted doll from Key West. A lot of the information out there about him is wrong. Find

out the truth behind the legend. But donâ€™t think the truth is any less terrifying.* Annabelle, the

demonic doll featured in the movies The Conjuring and Annabelle. Find out why the real Annabelle

is much, much more frightening.* Peggy, the Internet sensation. Why you should think twice before

looking at her picture.* Find out which doll started as a hoax, turned into a terrifying reality, and is

now considered one of the most "active" haunted dolls in the world.* Discover which exotic locale

and tourist attraction is a pediophobeâ€™s biggest nightmare. You wonâ€™t believe such a place

exists.* Clown dolls. Need more be said?These stories and many more are what youâ€™ll find in

this collection of true accounts from the frightening yet fascinating world of haunted and demonic

dolls. Reading this book will undoubtedly raise more questions than it answers, but one thing is

assured: youâ€™ll never look at a doll the same again.
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Although I've read about several "haunted" dolls before, such as Robert The Doll, I couldntresist this

book because it was free. It's very well-written and kept me entertained from the beginning to the

end. Creepy, scary and thought-provoking!

This was a very good read. As an avid watcher of paranormal documentaries, I was pleasantly

surprised that the author of this book pointed out historical inaccuracies about the origins of dolls

such as Robert. While a haunting can't be factually proven, it is there where this book feeds the

imagination. I would recommend this book to anyone researching haunted dolls, and I am really

pleased at the mentioning of dolls I've never heard of, since most documentaries and books often

review the more famous dolls such as Anabelle, Robert, and Mandy and don't do research into new

dolls to also entertain advanced readers of the paranormal. Really enjoyed this.

I really enjoyed this book. The stories held my interest up until before the end. Wasn't crazy about

the clown stories. I prefer the demonic ones. Otherwise, it was well written! I would def recommend

to others.

I really enjoyed this book and it gave me many things to consider since I have been interested by

"haunted items" for sale online. After reading this, I think it is best for me to pass. Very interesting

and creepy.

This book was truly intense! I read it in only two nights. It was very informative and written in a way

that held my interest. I learned some new facts and the pictures were a very nice bonus. A great

read!

We've all heard tales of haunted dolls, regardless of our positions on the scale of skepticism.

Collected here are a pile of those stories, from well-known miniature miscreants such as Robert and



Annabelle, to internet mainstays like Harold the Haunted Doll, and numerous lesser known dolls

with... Ahem... Questionable habits and provenances.Regardless of your belief standpoint, each

article is interesting and well written, and some of them - Claire and Peggy come immediately to

mind - are incredibly disturbing. The last section and it's warning of "caveat emptor" as regards

deliberate purchase of "haunted" objects is perhaps a much needed warning, whether you take it to

avoid being scammed or because you don't really want that lovely Eeyore plush choking you to

death one night.All in all, a fun read and had some cases and information I hadn't seen elsewhere

before, so worth checking out if this is your sort of thing.

I really did enjoy reading this book. Nicely written and the stories are well told. In all honesty, I

bought it because it includes a story about the Harold the Doll, and I'm the doll's caretaker, so I

wanted to see what was written about it. I did enjoy this book about this subject overall though.

Good job, John.

I very much enjoyed this book you like haunted stories about real experiences that people have that

you will like this book very interesting...I would read more by this author
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